Getting better rates
for business telephony
and broadband isn’t
complicated.
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It’s simple.

UTV Connect operates
across Ireland providing
a range of telephony and
broadband solutions for
businesses like yours.
As part of the UTV Media Group, our
scale brings reliability and the ability to
drive value into your business from the
bottom up.
We understand local business and we
certainly aren’t strangers to the Irish
market. In fact, borders don’t bother us.
The group already has a strong presence
in the Irish market owning radio stations
including Dublin’s Q102, FM 104, LMFM,
Limerick Live 95, Cork 96 FM and C103
as well as digital agency Simply Zesty
based in Dublin.

40%

Save up to
on eircom standard
rates

Guaranteed savings
against all other
providers

From voice solutions to
more complex managed
services, we take time to
understand you and your
business and build
solutions that fit your
requirements.
Our unique cross border offering gives our
customers the choice of billing in Euros,
Sterling or both. You also have the
reassurance that our service is secure and
reliable because we use the eircom
network.

Local and dedicated account
management
Online billing portal
No set up fees
No minimum call charges
UK and Ireland billing
Local technical support
Switching is easy
Bespoke rates for multisite and
corporate accounts
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“Our business operates in Northern
Ireland and Republic of Ireland so
choosing a provider that offers all-Ireland
billing was important to us. The range of
services is superb and any queries have
been dealt with efficiently and most
importantly locally.”

“UTV Connect promised huge cost
savings and they certainly delivered. No
minimum call charges or no call set up
fees is a breath of fresh air. It’s amazing
the difference it’s made to our bill.”

“We had been with our previous provider
for years and weren’t entirely happy with
the service. The reason we didn’t move
sooner was the fear of complications and
potential downtime. With UTV Connect it
couldn’t have been easier to switch. We
got a great deal and the service is first
class.”

“The most important factor for Interflora
is reliability. We can’t afford any
downtime and need issues dealt with
quickly. With UTV Connect, we are
confident that if a problem does arise
that it will be dealt with quickly.
The technical support is second to
none.”
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If you would like to find out more, please call us now
on +44 (0) 28 6862 8800
or email info@lakelandcommunications.co.uk
and a member of our team will be in touch.

